P-touch electronic LABELING SYSTEM

Create tough, adhesive-backed laminated labels designed for harsh industrial applications.

- Affordable and Easy to Use Portable Labeling System
- Instantly Prints Industry Standard Bar Codes
- Lightweight, Handheld Design

MODEL PT-1300

Brother Advantage INDUSTRIAL LAMINATED TAPE

RESISTANT TO: Abrasives, UV, Spills, Chemicals, Heat & Cold

BONUS! Protective Carrying Case Included

At your side. brother
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Create tough, adhesive-backed laminated labels designed for harsh industrial applications.

**QUALITY FEATURES**
- Easy to Use, Complete Labeling System
- Handheld, Portable Design
- P-touch® Adhesive-Backed Industrial Laminated Labeling Technology
- Lightweight, only 1.6 lbs.
  (with label cartridge and batteries)
- Large, 57 Point Printing - 24 Character Display
- Built-In Intelligence Senses Tape Size and Automatically Formats the Label
- Automatic Font Sizing
- Uses "TZ" Industrial Tape Cartridges
  Available in 4 Sizes and Various Colors
- Multiple Line Printing (up to 4 lines)
- Prints in 7 Font Sizes and 9 Type Styles
- Sequential Number Printing
- Multiple Copy Printing
- Library of Industrial and Scientific Symbols
- Save and Recall Multiple Label Designs
- Automatic Power Off
- Unit Dimensions: 4 3/4"(w) x 2 3/4"(h) x 7 1/2"(l)
- UPC: 012502526346
- 1 Year Limited Warranty

**INCLUDES**
- PT-1300 Labeling System
- Protective Carrying Case
- Wrist Strap
- 1 1/2" (12mm) Black Ink on White "TZ" Industrial Tape (TZ231)
- 6 AA Alkaline Batteries
- Tape Separator Tool
- User Guide

**OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES**
- AD60 AC Power Adapter

---

P-Touch® adhesive-backed laminated labels are constructed with polyethylene (PET), making the labels resilient to abrasion, fading, moisture, chemicals and extreme temperatures (-50°C to 200°C).

P-Touch® labels are ideal for Industrial applications in Telecommunications, Manufacturing, Pharmaceutical, Medical and Commercial Industries.

---

For information on THE BROTHER FAX-BACK SYSTEM, please call 1-800-521-2848 (USA) or 1-800-681-9838 (Canada) or visit our web site at http://www.brother.com. For additional P-TOUCH information, please call 1-877-PTOUCH.